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World Domination 2001/02 
LDL Marauders: Finals 

by Jens Kreutzer 
<jens@arasaka.de> 

 
Though ailed by various delays, the World 
Domination 2001/02 tournament, dubbed LDL 
Marauders, is finally coming to a head: The last 
match of Round 1 has been played, and out of the 
initial 44 qualificants (30 of which actually started 
Round 1), eight Finalists have emerged victorious. 
Here are the 44 qualificants again: 
 
*1. Mark Applin (UK) 
*2. Byron Bailey (prequalified) (USA) 
*3. Remy Berenguer (prequalified) (FRA) 
*4. Scott Berger (USA) 
*5. Gabriel Burkhard (prequalified) (SWI) 
*6. Frederic Chorein (FRA) 
*7. Graham Coleman (USA) 
*8. Richard Cripe (prequalified) (USA) 
*9. Gilles Delcourt (BEL) 
#10. Peter Dringautzky (prequalified) (GER) 
*11. Jason Erdmann (prequalified) (USA) 
*12. Olivier Flament (prequalified) (FRA) 
*13. Dieter Geulen (GER) 
*14. Rik Geysels (prequalified) (NL) 
#15. Joe Godbehere (prequalified) (UK) 
*16. Paul Grogan (prequalified) (UK) 
*17. Patrice Gross (prequalified) (FRA) 
#18. Philip Harvey (prequalified) (UK) 
*19. Sean Harvey (CAN) 
*20. Holger Janssen (prequalified) (GER) 
*21. Florent Jeudon (prequalified) (FRA) 
#22. Chris Johnson (prequalified) (USA) 
*23. Sadato Kato (JAP) 
*24. Lukas Kautzsch (prequalified) (GER) 
*25. Rob Konitzer (prequalified) (USA) 
*26. Thorsten Kootz (prequalified) (GER) 
*27. Makoto Kouyama (JAP) 
*28. Byron ‘Neal’ Massey (USA) 
*29. Yannick Mescam (prequalified) (FRA) 
*30. Gabriel Nassif (FRA) 
#31. Michael Nock (GER) 
*32. Ian Port (USA) 
*33. Wilfried Ranque (FRA) 
*34. Ocke Roerden (prequalified) (GER) 
#35. Yves Savonet (BEL) 
*36. Roland Schediwy (prequalified) (GER) 
*37. Daniel Schneider (prequalified) (GER) 
*38. Muneki Tada (JAP) 
*39. Masayasu Takano (JAP) 
*40. Yukihiro Terada (JAP) 
#41. Stephane Toupart (prequalified) (FRA) 
*42. David ‘Yogi’ Ugorek (prequalified) (USA) 

*43. Frederic Vasseur (prequalified) (FRA) 
*44. Erwin Wagner (prequalified) (GER) 
 
Note that there are some slight changes from the list in TRQ 4/01. All qualificants 
marked with * entered Round 1; qualificants marked # dropped out of the 
tournament before Round 1 began. Eight slots were available for the Finals. Three 
of them were given out to the best players of two meatspace tournaments: 
 
Sunday, December 9, 2001 - Paris, France 
Frederic Chorein (FRA) - advances to Finals 
Wilfried Ranque (FRA) - advances to Finals 
 
January 12, 2002 - Karlsruhe, Germany 
Holger Janssen (GER) - advances to Finals 
 
The other five slots were assigned to the winners of five mini-tournaments in 
Netspace, played out via IRC. Here are the results:  
 
ARASAKA GROUP 
1. Scott Berger (USA) GMP: 4 – advances to Finals 
2. Ocke Rörden (GER) GMP: 3 
3. Yukihiro Terada (JAP) GMP: 2 
[4. Ian Port (USA): dropped] 
[5. Philip Harvey (UK): dropped] 

 
BARTMOSS GROUP 
1. Richard Cripe (USA) GMP: 7 [AP difference: 25] – advances to Finals 
2. Rob Konitzer (USA) GMP: 7 [AP difference: 17] 
3. Gabriel Burkhard (SWI) GMP: 3 
4. Sadato Kato (JAP) GMP: 1 
[5. Byron ‘Neal’ Massey (USA): dropped] 
 
CHIBA GROUP 
1. Mark Applin (UK) GMP: 5 – advances to Finals 
2. Jason Erdmann (USA) GMP: 2.5 
3. Masayasu Takano (JAP) GMP: 1.5 
[4. Sean Harvey (CAN): dropped] 
 
DIGICONDA GROUP 
1. Byron Bailey (USA) GMP: 5 – advances to Finals 
2. Erwin Wagner (GER) GMP: 1 (+0-3) 
3. Makoto Kouyama (JAP) GMP: 0 (+0-3) 
[4. Graham Coleman (USA): dropped] 
 
EDGERUNNER GROUP 
1. Daniel Schneider (GER) GMP: 7.5 [AP difference: 38] – advances to Finals 
2. David ‘Yogi’ Ugorek (USA) GMP: 7.5 [AP difference: 33] 
3. Muneki Tada (JAP) GMP: 2 
4. Paul Grogan (UK) GMP: 1 
 
Congratulations to Frederic, Wilfried, Holger, Scott, Richard, Mark, Byron, and 
Daniel! I’m looking forward to seeing your efforts in the Finals, and to finding the 
answer to the burning question: Who of these eight will become World Champion 
2002? 
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“Elementary, My Dear Wilson!” 
Famous Netrunner Stacks 

#14: Preying Mantis/Poisoned Water Supply 
by Jens Kreutzer 

<jens@arasaka.de> 
using material by Byron ‘Neal’ Massey 

with support by Richard Cripe 
 
 “Playing Mantis … ain’t easy.” 
 —Scott Dickie, February 15, 2001. 
 

“I still think it's the most boring deck on this planet (and 
probably on most others too).” 
 —Erwin Wagner, later that day. 
 

A little while after the self-mutilating Faked-Hit stack 
surfaced on the NetrunnerTM strategy map, the other type of deck 
that could win by Bad Publicity counters and without any 
interaction with the Corp started to rear its ominous head on the 
Netrunner-L newsgroup. This time, the idea was not to play seven 
Faked Hits and somehow avoid a premature death by brain damage, 
but to use Poisoned Water Supply as the main theme instead. This 
ProteusTM rare reads: 
 
Poisoned Water Supply – Cost: 4 
Prep-Bad Publicity 
Play only if you have at least two 
connections in play. Trash two connections. 
Give the Corp 1 Bad Publicity point. If the 
Corp has 7 or more Bad Publicity points, it 
loses the game, even if it fulfills victory 
conditions at the same time. 
 

The question about which kind of connections should 
best be used was quickly decided. While any 0-cost connection 
(like Databroker or Smith’s Pawnshop) offers a cheap solution, and 
while generally useful connections like Broker or Crash Everett 
might help with the preparation before being trashed, it became 
clear by 1997 at the latest that Preying Mantis seemed to be 
custom-made for the job at hand (i. e., getting poisoned). It’s non-
unique, installs for free, and speeds things up by offering extra 
actions. Since speed is of the essence in this no-interaction plan, 
Poisoned/Mantis has the potential for an uncanny synergy that 
comes very close to the horror that is Psycho Tycho, as would 
gradually become apparent over the course of the next couple of 
years. The race was on. 
 
 An early concept by Leonard Blado (September 8, 
1996) tried to win in an average of 6-8 turns by combining Arasaka 
Owns You, Faked Hit, Loan from Chiba, Militech MRAM Chip, 
N.E.T.O., Poisoned Water Supply and Preying Mantis. The idea to 
use Arasaka Owns You as the main draw/bit engine was nice, but 
since it cannot be played when the Runner suffers unpreventable 
damage (Faked Hit, Preying Mantis), the concept was flawed—
back to the drawing board.  
 
 On June 1, 1997, Byron ‘Neal’ Massey made the first 
serious attempt, relying exclusively on the Poisoned/Mantis combo. 
The deck he suggested would contain nothing but Preying Mantis, 
Poisoned Water Supply, Loan from Chiba and BodyweightTM 
Synthetic Blood, winning in about 8-11 turns (a variant with Top 
Runners’ Conference is also feasible). This is really the deck 
concept in its purest incarnation, albeit much too slow for being 
competitive. But since this approach didn’t get much mileage out 

of its Preying Mantes (probably using them only in the last turn), 
there was still a lot of room for improvement and speeding-up. 
 
 On the next day (June 2), Leonard Blado showed us a 
way of dealing with the brain damage that results from no-holds-
barred Mantis abuse: Emergency Self-Construct (ESC). 
 
 Here is how it works: Each round, the Runner installs 
and uses as many Mantes as possible, while keeping one less card 
in hand than the number of times a Mantis was activated. The last 
point of brain damage would normally flatline the Runner, but ESC 
then kicks in, preventing the flatline and convenienty removing all 
brain damage as well. The Runner starts the next turn with zero 
cards in hand and one less action, but with an armada of Mantes 
installed, this is a very minor annoyance. Since it was ruled that 
multiple uses of ESC do not reduce the action count further 
(instead re-setting it to 3 each time), using it each round is no 
problem at all. The hand size does keep decreasing, though, but 
that is irrelevant since there are never any cards left in the Runner’s 
hand at the end of the turn anyway. This is Leonard’s idea of a 3-
turn win with this strategy: 
 
        Turn 1, Actions 1-3: Install Preying Mantis 
        Turn 1, Action 4: Install Loan from Chiba 
        Turn 1, Action 5-6: Play BodyweightTM Synthetic Blood 
        Turn 1, Action 7-9: Install Preying Mantis 
        Turn 1, Action 10: Install Emergency Self-Construct 
 
        Turn 2, Action 1: Draw 
        Turn 2, Action 2-6: Play BodyweightTM Synthetic Blood 
        Turn 2, Action 7-14: Install Preying Mantis 
        Turn 2, Action 15: Install Loan from Chiba 
        Turn 2, Action 16: Install Emergency Self-Construct 
 
        Turn 3, Action 1: Draw 
        Turn 3, Action 2-4: Play BodyweightTM Synthetic Blood 
        Turn 3, Action 5-7: Install Loan from Chiba 
        Turn 3, Action 8-14: Play Poisoned Water Supply 
 
 The problem with this is that there is about a 1-in-
10,000 chance of drawing the right cards at the right time. 
Especially the seven Poisoned Water Supplies at the very bottom of 
the deck (you are in trouble if you draw them before the last turn) 
are just improbable. Thus, the theory was formulated—a 3-turn win 
is possible!—, but what kind of deck should you build in order to 
pull this stunt off reliably? That was a tough question. 
 
 Time passed, until Neal (with the help of Erwin 
Wagner) tried in earnest to solve the puzzle, hoping to play his 
newly developed strategy in the 1998 U. S. Northwest 
Championships. As a quirk of fate, he got the days for the Sealed 
and Constructed tournaments confused and couldn’t play his new 
innovation after all, because there wasn’t enough time to tweak it, 
but he really got the ball rolling with his post to the Netrunner-L on 
12 November, 1998. Part of this effort was to disprove the claim 
that there were no new deck types to be found in Netrunner 
anymore, which was heard time and again during those pre-Classic 
days. It seems that Byron Bailey had also been working on the 
Preying Mantis/Poisoned Water Supply deck, with a similar 
approach, but hadn’t taken it quite as far as Neal and Erwin. 
 
 Was the three-turn win possible after all? Let’s hear it 
from Neal himself: “The third turn is where I want to stop, applying 
the winning lock with my sixteen Preying Mantis actions. In 
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practice, I haven’t been able to engineer it. You start each turn with 
no cards, and usually no bits. My brother convinced me that you 
should spend the third turn just like the first two, installing Preying 
Mantis until you have the magic number (twenty-two) on the 
table.” And so, in practice, four turns would become the realistic 
target. 
 
 Here are Neal’s ideas in a nutshell: “Draw cards and 
install as many Preying Mantes as possible each turn. Since each 
Mantis immediately grants another action, they can be installed at 
no real action cost, greatly speeding up the process. Each turn, you 
must install an ESC and have exactly one less card in hand than the 
number of Mantis actions that were used. The accumulated brain 
damage will flatline you at the end of turn, but ESC lets you go 
virtual and immediately remove all brain damage. You start each 
turn with no cards in hand, so you must begin anew with drawing. 
The number of available actions increases rapidly each turn since 
more and more Mantes are being installed. Do this for three turns, 
and in the fourth, play misc.for-sale on all the Mantes. You now 
have an incredible amount of bits and actions and should be able to 
win in various creative ways, one of them being to instead sell all 
Mantes but twelve and play six Poisoned Water Supply, followed 
by one Faked Hit.” 
 
 However, the problem was still to get the ‘winning 
cards’, a. k. a. winning kit, at the right time. Also, the question of 
an affordable draw engine needed addressing. Neal put a lot of 
thought into these issues and suggested many interesting avenues 
that might be taken. In the end, it appears that two archetypes of the 
stack evolved with time. Neal never really made his final results 
public, because he wanted to put his work to good use in 
Constructed tournaments, but based on the comments that he let 
slip, several other players tried to emulate his strategy, notably 
during the Finals of World Domination 1999. Up till the present, 
an aura of mystery still surrounds this stack that nobody but Neal 
and Erwin has ever seen (with the exception of Douglas Kaufman, 
who judged the famous IRC match challenge between Neal and 
Sean Harvey in January 2000).  
 
 Apparently, the question of draw engine/bit engine 
proved too difficult for Neal’s original plan. In one, the most 
successful archetype, he settled for Loan from Chiba as bit engine 
and N.E.T.O. as draw engine (this deck list was created by Richard 
Cripe,  based on conjecture): 
 

Preying Mantis/Poisoned Water Supply 
(Loan-from-Chiba Archetype) 

 
15 Preying Mantis 
7 Poisoned Water Supply 
9 Loan from Chiba 
1 Emergency Self-Construct 
3 Sneak Preview 
8 N.E.T.O. 
2 MIT West Tier 

 
 Sneak Preview cleverly combines with N. E. T. O. and 
Emergency Self-Construct, fetching the latter from the trash or the 
stack as needed. Incidentally, to illustrate the guesswork that was 
involved in approximating Neal’s deck, his complaints on the NR-
L about the ruling which states that Sneak Preview doesn’t bring 
back ESC from the trash at the end of turn served as a hint that 

Sneak Preview was part of the Poisoned/Mantis stack. Richard 
Cripe wrote a detailed comment about this reconstruction: 
 

“This deck is based off what I know of Byron ‘Neal’ 
Massey’s PWS deck. He may have more to say about it, having 
more experience and knowledge of the deck. You could probably 
play with one less MIT, but if you draw it in your opening hand, 
you’re screwed. You could probably play with one less Sneak 
Preview, but trying to scramble to get the ESC down is a real pain 
and often leads to flatlining. The goal here is to install every LFC 
and PM you get your hands on while not flatlining yourself. 
   
“Best first turn: 
 
a1: N.E.T.O. 
a2: Preying Mantis 
a3: Preying Mantis 
a4: Draw 4 cards with N.E.T.O. 
a5: Preying Mantis 
a6: Loan from Chiba 
a7: Loan from Chiba 
Leaving you with 0 cards and 25 bits. 
 
“Approximate turn two (12 actions in total):  
 
• Draw 16 cards (Don’t draw the second MIT West Tier or the third 
Sneak Preview!) 
• Play Sneak Preview to get Emergency Self-Construct 
• Play 5 Preying Mantes and 2 Loan from Chiba 
• Cards discarded to brain damage should be N.E.T.O. or Poisoned 
Water Supply, maybe a Sneak Preview or a Loan from Chiba. 
 
“Approximate turn three (15 actions in total): 
 
• Draw 24 cards (but not the last MIT) 
• Play the rest of the Preying Mantes, as many Loans as you can 
safely, and a Sneak Preview. You may need to let a Loan or two go 
for damage here. 
 
“Turn four: 
 
• Draw and play MIT 
• Draw the seven Poisoned Water Supply, and any Loans you may 
need to pay for them. 
• Win by playing the seven Poisoned Water Supply.” 
 

So—why N.E.T.O. instead of BodyweightTM Synthetic 
Blood? For once, it solves the problem of getting the right cards at 
the right time, because you can simply choose not to take that MIT 
into your hand when you see it early on. Also, since it doesn’t 
count as drawing, N.E.T.O. evades City Surveillance, which would 
have been a serious danger otherwise. As it is, but two dangers 
remain, namely Blood Cat and Underworld Mole, which spell 
quick doom if aimed at the Loans. As Richard Cripe remarks, one 
Sneak Preview and one Preying Mantis might be switched for two 
Access through Alpha as a countermeasure, but since this slows 
down things a lot, it’s perhaps best to take one’s chances, hoping 
that even if the Corp packs Cats and Moles, they won’t show up 
right away. Backdoor to Netwatch is also worth consideration, but 
it is only of use against Underworld Moles. The Deck has also been 
discussed in this context. 
 

Let’s now take a look at one of the other conjectured 
archetypes of Poisoned/Mantis (a. k. a. Poisoned Dealer Supply), 
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which has misc.for-sale as its main feature. The idea is to install 
more Preying Mantes than needed for the Poisoned Water Supplies, 
and sell the rest off to misc.for-sale during the last turn. In order to 
make do without bits until the final turn, Jack ‘n’ Joe is used as 
draw engine. This is Scott Dickie’s version, which he played 
(without much success) in World Domination 1999—as a variation 
on the seven Poisoned Water Supplies, one Faked Hit reduces the 
number of Preying Mantes that need to be left after misc.for-sale to 
twelve: 
 

Preying Mantis/Poisoned Water Supply 
(misc.for-sale/Jack ‘n’ Joe Archetype) 

 
22 Preying Mantis 
4 Emergency Self-Construct 
6 Poisoned Water Supply 
1 Faked Hit 
15 Jack ‘n’ Joe 
2 MIT West Tier 
1 misc.for-sale 
4 Crash Everett 

 
With 55 cards, Scott’s deck seems rather big, and though 

Crash Everett can be used to ‘float’ crucial cards on top of the draw 
stack, N.E.T.O. might still be the better choice. In fact, there are 
still more possible permutations of the theme. Richard Cripe 
reports that “an entirely alternate method of playing the deck 
revolves around using a Jack ‘n’ Joe engine, not using any Loans 
until the turn it is ready to win. It is less vulnerable to Blood Cat or 
the Mole, but it is more vulnerable to City Surveillance. The Corp 
can then start trashing your Preying Mantes, but the ESC pretty 
much stops meat damage. I believe this deck is a turn or two slower 
than the N.E.T.O. version as well as it just doesn’t draw cards as 
fast and has less throw-away cards to soak damage.” 
 

This would imply a combination of Jack ‘n’ Joe and Loan 
from Chiba, but no misc.for-sale. Richard once more: “The 
misc.for-sale is not essential at all; it just boosts the already sick 
amount of bits from the Loans.” Unfortunately, there is no decklist 
for this variant, so you have to figure it out yourself. Actually, Neal 
himself hinted at still another version on January 13, 2000—one 
that combines N.E.T.O. with misc.for-sale: “As far as playing the 
stack, the secret is to get to a spot where you have 14 Preying 
Mantes installed, then end your turn with an MIT waiting to be 
drawn. You N.E.T.O. for the MIT (with good planning it should 
happen on the first action of your fourth turn). Then you play it, 
use N.E.T.O. to draw four cards per action until you get all the 
Poisoned Water Supplies in your hand, play your misc.for-sale, and 
then all seven Poisoned Water Supplies.” As you might have been 
expecting by now, no decklist here either. 
 

So there you have it: Though it is easily the most 
notorious Runner stack since Precision Bribery/Time to Collect, 
Poisoned/Mantis remains shrouded in mystery. Neal (and others) 
claim that a rather reliable win in the fourth or fifth turn is possible 
with this strategy, but to come up with the optimal card 
combination is left to the individual player. I find this to be a very 
desirable situation, since it makes players think for themselves and 
get creative. Moreover, coming up with a clever decklist alone 
doesn’t do the trick, since actually playing Poisoned/Mantis is 
reportedly no easy task: “Unlike Psycho Tycho, this deck does not 
play itself but rather requires concentration and memory to achieve 

success,” Richard Cripe tells us. Accordingly, many Runners are 
said to have inadvertedly flatlined themselves with this strategy. 
 

Before I give you a list of ingredients for cloning your 
own Poisoned/Mantis, let’s hear Richard once again with his theory 
on the evolution of this strategy: “My guess would be that it started 
as a BSB/Loan engine that evolved into two separate methods of 
dealing with City Surveillance.” He is referring to the 
N.E.T.O./Loan variant and the Jack ‘n’ Joe/play-Loans-only-in-the-
final-turn variant: The former avoids City Surveillance altogether, 
while the latter avoids playing the vulnerable Loans until the last 
turn, daring the Corp to start trashing resources (as ESC protects 
against meat damage). And here’s the toolbox for Do-It-Yourself 
Poisoned/Mantis stacks (combine at your leisure):  
 
• Bit engine: Loan from Chiba, misc.for-sale, Do the ‘Drine 
(suggested as a way to avoid playing with the dangerous Loans). 
• Draw engine: N. E. T. O., Jack ‘n’ Joe, Crash Everett, Sneak 
Preview, MIT West Tier, Mantis, Fixer-at-Large. 
• Core: Poisoned Water Supply, Faked Hit, Preying Mantis, 
Emergency Self-Construct. 
• Protection: Access through Alpha, Backdoor to Netwatch, The 
Deck. 
 

With Preying Mantis/Poisoned Water Supply (PM/PWS) 
winning in four or five (or maybe even as few as three) turns, it is 
easily the fastest Runner deck out there. A question that has been 
asked repeatedly is how it measures up to the hallmark of fast Corp 
decks, Psycho Tycho. Richard Cripe said (on February 16, 2001) 
that he believed that PM/PWS was “generally faster” than Psycho 
Tycho, though he’d never really done a full study. We have to 
consider here that the Corp starts the game, and that it is therefore 
enough if it can win by turn four, which should perhaps be doable 
with Psycho Tycho. In any case, like Richard concluded, it’s a 
close call. But with Tycho Extension banned in the Revised 
Constructed Format, there is a real danger of PM/PWS becoming 
dominant, and there have been appeals to do something about it, 
maybe making Preying Mantis unique or banning Poisoned Water 
Supply in that format, or issuing an erratum on Emergency Self-
Construct to the effect that it may only be used once per game. 
 

Since PM/PWS is one of the no-run/no-interaction 
Runner stacks (like Masochism Rules), we’d rather see it go, since 
it tends to spoil the fun out of Constructed play—this of course 
isn’t supposed to discredit Neal’s genius in any way, but the stack 
does play much like Solitaire. In order to have any chance of even 
slowing down PM/PWS, the Corp needs to include some very 
specific cards, like Blood Cat or Underworld Mole, and must draw 
them in time. 
 

That nothing has happened yet to curb PM/PWS has four 
reasons. First, it uses a mind-boggling number of rare cards, many 
of them from the Proteus expansion, which are notoriously hard to 
find nowadays. In fact, apart from Loan from Chiba, Neal’s version 
of the stack is all rares! And Loan from Chiba is a valuable 
uncommon to boot. This means that only a very small number of 
players will be able to actually build PM/PWS and play it in a 
meatspace tournament (online play, like on IRC, is a different 
story). But a deck that only shows up once in a blue moon perhaps 
needn’t be banned. Second, since almost nobody has ever seen the 
actual decklist created by Neal, PM/PWS is basically a phantom. 
Neal hasn’t had the chance yet to really show off the merits of his 
stack, and to ban it outright even before it has shown its full 
potential seems a bit hasty, and very unfair to Neal as well. Third, 
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much unlike Psycho Tycho, PM/PWS is quite difficult to play. 
There is a lot of juggling with actions and bits, and the correct way 
of drawing cards. This means that winning with PM/PWS is a 
measure of skill in the end, and that cannot really be such a bad 
thing. Fourth, being a direct consequence of points two and three 
above, players trying their luck with PM/PWS in tournaments 
mostly got a very bad performance out of it. Most notably, the 
PM/PWS clones played in the WD 1999 Finals didn’t do well at all. 
It remains to be seen how it fares in WD 2002, however. 
 

As if it wasn’t enough already, though, PM/PWS has 
recently got another boost by a clarification that concerns the way 
Emergency Self-Construct functions. It used to be a worry of 
PM/PWS players that they had to have exactly one less card in 
hand at the end of turn than the total number of Preying Mantis 
brain damage that would be suffered, so that the last point of brain 
damage would trigger ESC and remove them all in the process. It is 
clear that, should there be any more incoming damage, the Runner 
would flatline again and lose if there was no other Emergency Self-
Construct installed for each additional point of brain damage past 
the limit—and this gets deadly real soon. 
 

But there was also a perceived danger at the other end of 
the spectrum, which was, strangely enough, not enough brain 
damage. If the Runner has, say, twelve cards in hand at the end of 
turn and suffers eleven points of brain damage, he or she would 
‘survive’ this, but would then end up with a handsize of –6, which 
means a lost game. But this effect of having to discard ‘more than 
you have’ is counted as flatlining as well according to the 
clarification. This means that when the Runner attempts to 
‘discard’ to –6, ESC triggers and removes all brain damage, and the 
handsize is then reduced by just one, which should bring the 
Runner out of the danger zone. This makes playing PM/PWS much 
easier, since any number of brain damage � (cards in hand + 1) at 
the end of turn will do. This aspect of playing PM/PWS was 
pointed out by Douglas Kaufman and others in January 2000. As 
noted above, the current understanding seems to be that the 
handsize reduction incurred by multiple uses of Emergency Self-
Construct is cumulative, as opposed to the one lost action, but this 
doesn’t really hurt PM/PWS, since it wins before ESC-induced 
handsize reductions can result in a negative handsize that is not due 
to brain damage. 
 

Another issue that saw discussion in the context of 
PM/PWS is the interpretation of N.E.T.O. Here’s a reminder of 
N.E.T.O.’s game text: 
 
N.E.T.O. – Cost: 0 
Resource-BBS 
Action: Look at the top four cards of your 
stack. You may bring any prep or resource 
cards among them into your hand. Pay one bit 
for each card taken in this way, and show 
those cards to the Corp. Shuffle the rest 
back into your stack. 
 

The question about this wording is the “pay one bit” part. 
Since it doesn’t appear in front of the colon like the action cost, it 
isn’t written in compliance with the usual cost:effect syntax. But 
this seems to imply that paying a bit for each card taken into hand 
is a penalty, not a cost, and according to the rules, penalties can be 
ignored if they cannot be fulfilled. This in turn would mean that 
even if there are no bits in his or her pool, the Runner could still 
get four cards per action for free! With a supercharged draw engine 
like this, Neal estimated that he could win in three turns with 

PM/PWS. Tom Wylie ruled on November 12, 1999, that paying a 
bit is to be considered a cost and therefore must be paid in order to 
get the effect, but this issue is still controversial, since it contradicts 
the card text. 
 
 In January 2000, Neal gave us a hint on how to play 
PM/PWS with style: “When I am playing the Poisoned Dealer 
Supply stack, I turn each Preying Mantis sideways when I declare 
that I am using his action (a.k.a. ‘tapping’ in MagicTM). On my 
fourth turn, I only discard copies of Preying Mantis that are already 
turned sideways when I play a copy of Poisoned Water Supply. 
Because my base actions are down to three, it has never been even 
a minor inconvenience to play with this convention. Fifteen or 
sixteen of the eighteen or nineteen actions taken on the fourth turn 
require the use of Preying Mantis. Only seven of those actions are 
used to play Poisoned Water Supply. As it turns out, there are 
always two Preying Mantes available for destruction. If your 
version of the stack runs in to trouble (I can’t imagine how, but ... ) 
you can always play with a single Faked Hit and six Poisoned 
Water Supply. Then you only need to kill off twelve dope dealers, 
an easy thing when you are running a drug empire.” 
 
 As is fitting, Neal gets the final word on the metagame 
implications of his creation: “If played properly, Poisoned Dealer 
Supply should win on turn four. That means the Corp gets twelve 
actions to tag and kill a Loan. That might be possible in some 
fraction of games. But when you add in the fact that the Corp must 
also prepare itself for Runners with no resources, and non-Loan bit 
engines, plus TagMe plans, it’s not realistic. Blood Cat, 
though ... .” I guess we can expect Blood Cat to show up in quite a 
few Corp decks in the future, should Preying Mantis/Poisoned 
Water Supply become really popular with players—which 
fortunately hasn’t happened yet. 
 
“Oops, looks like I broke the game, sorry.” 
 —Neal 
 
“Oops, guess we have to add Neal to the banned list then.” 

—Benjamin Ford 
 
 
 

The Gatling Engine 
by Jens Kreutzer 

<jens@arasaka.de> 
 

Ever since Zvi Mowshowitz’s laudable project to revive 
Netrunner was stopped dead in its tracks by Wizards of the Coast 
chicanery, the Netrunner scene has been losing impetus and 
direction. But now at last, a new Silver Lining Recovery Protocol 
has appeared on the horizon and is rekindling interest—and is even 
getting players excited once more. I’m talking about the Gatling 
Engine project, of course, and you might have read something 
about it on the Netrunner-L newsgroup. The idea of creating an 
online platform for CCG play isn’t exactly new; in fact, interfaces 
like Apprentice have been around for quite a while, and with 
Wizard’s expensive but very professional Magic Online up and 
running (and Decipher, Wizard’s main contestant, poised to 
develop a platform of their own), it seems very mainstream 
nowadays. But the Gatling Engine is special. 
 

Ed Mittelstedt (a. k. a. Bug Laden) is the mastermind 
behind his CCG Workshop site and the Gatling Engine it features. 
The idea was to create an interface that could support any trading 
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card game for online play. Up till now, the Engine is still in its 
experimental stage (though working fine), but the idea behind it is 
to eventually rent it out to game designers who can then develop 
(and sell) their own CCG creations for online play. To this end, Ed 
needed some games as examples to show off what his Gatling 
Engine could do. The logical target wasn’t a hugely successful 
CCG hit such as Magic, because a commercial online project was 
already underway, and he’d never get the license to do his own 
thing with it, but rather some old favorites—CCGs that were long 
out of print. 
 

The first candidate was Doomtrooper. Ed got into 
contact with Bryan Winter, the creator of Doomtrooper, and got 
the permission to adapt it for online play. Fans then provided 
spoiler lists and helped with the scanning of all card images, and by 
now, anybody can play Doomtrooper online 24 hours a day. 
Though preconstructed decks are available for download, a 
complete and searchable database makes deck construction easy 
and fun. All you have to do is register at the CCG Workshop, 
download and install the Gatling Engine software, plus the 
Doomtrooper module, and, if you like, all of the card images 
(which can take a couple of hours) for storage on your harddisk, so 
that they can be displayed immediately when they come up during 
play. Everything is absolutely free, at least for the time being. 
When you are done with the preliminaries, you can log in to the 
Gatling Engine at any time and see who is online in the lobby. If 
you are lucky, you can find somebody to start a game with right 
away. Recently, the number of registered players exceeded 1000. 
 

But Doomtrooper was just the beginning. Ed is adding 
more games to the list constantly. Magi-Nation Duel. Battletech. 
Wildstorms. Kult. These are all available now, with Gridiron, 
Doomtown, Ultimate Combat!, Aliens vs. Predator,  Babylon 5, 
and Wheel of Time in the pipeline. All of this is perfectly legal and 
done in cooperation with the respective publishers. 
 

As you might have guessed, Netrunner is also slated for 
conversion. In fact, Ed himself holds the game in high esteem, and 
since members of the CCG Workshop have been clamoring for 
their Netrunner fix for quite some time now, he is keen on getting 
the conversion done. The first step is to provide him with scans of 
all the Netrunner card images. Thanks to the efforts of Frenchman 
Eric Platel, who volunteered to coordinate the scanning, this is well 
underway already: As I’m typing this, there are only two or three 
dozen card images missing, and I expect the scanning to be finished 
by the time you read this. When the scanning is done, a group of 
programmers will adapt Netrunner for online play with the Gatling 
Engine. As with other games, numerous experimental beta versions 
of this adaptation will probably become available for testing with 
time. Since everybody can voice their comments, you can still 
become part of the revolution. Anyway, these are really exciting 
prospects: Imagine a website where you can find other players and 
play Netrunner anytime you like! Not being able to find other 
players has always been such a big problem for the Netrunner 
community. Combined with the lack of advertising and—by now—
the lack of product available in shops, it comes as no surprise that 
the Netrunner player base is shrinking rather than growing. But 
with this new online platform, it is not only the problem of finding 
opponents that is solved; we might just get enough exposure for 
other people to try out Netrunner online and grow to like it. In fact, 
I tried out Magi-Nation Duel just to get a feeling for the Gatling 
Engine—other players might try out Netrunner when it becomes 
available. 
 

Still another plus is the following: No booster purchase 
necessary. All players have access to all the cards, all the time, for 
Constructed play. This means that the threshold for trying out a 
new game is extremely low: It is just a matter of downloading the 
interface module and a preconstructed deck and reading the rules 
(or, better still, getting another player to guide you through a first 
game). 
 

If you are as excited about the CCG Workshop as Eric 
and I are, why not take a look at www.ccg-workshop.com? You 
will find all the instructions you need there, and once you’re done 
with the registration and installation process (which really is worth 
the effort), you can take your pick of Doomtrooper, Magi-Nation 
Duel, Battletech, Wildstorms or Kult for a taste of the Gatling 
Engine. By the way, the CCG Workshop site was also featured in 
an Inquest Gamer article (#85, p. 25), which can be found online at 
www.ccg-workshop.com/inquest.85.article.jsp. 
 

I’ll keep you updated on latest developments; until then, 
check out the CCG Workshop yourself. I expect it to be the next 
big thing, and that it will make IRC play obsolete in the end. With 
the ‘spectator’ function being developed right now, the Gatling 
Engine would even seem to be the ideal medium for the next World 
Domination championship. 

 
 
 

The Draconian Banned List 
by Jens Kreutzer 

<jens@arasaka.de> 
using material by Byron ‘Neal’ Massey 

thanks to Kristian Priisholm for the suggestion 
 

Based on a suggestion made by Byron ‘Neal’ Massey, a 
new experimental tournament format has become popular with 
organizers and players alike. Posted to the Netrunner-L on January 
17, 2002, Neal proposed a quite extensive list of banned cards in 
order to shake up the Constructed environment. In tournaments that 
choose to implement this list, the listed cards must not be included 
in the players’ decks. Here is a quote by Neal that sums up his 
thoughts: “Under this list, games will develop over time, instead of 
happening instantly. I believe it is impossible to ignore your 
opponent under this list, although I would be delighted if a deck-
building genius proved me wrong. And you’ll see some really great 
people, like Herman Revista and Jenny Jett, off the unemployment 
lines.” 

 
This list was initially intended to be valid only for a 

limited period of time, after which it would change. That period 
was March 1, 2002 through July 1, 2002, and obviously has 
elapsed by now. However, since people seem to enjoy the format, 
and nobody has bothered to tamper with the list up till now, it’s 
still there in its original form. For the convenience of players who 
plan on attending a Constructed tournament that features “Neal’s 
Draconian Banned List”, here is the complete list of cards you 
should refrain from putting into your decks:  

 

Neal’s Draconian Banned List 
(60 Corp cards, 60 Runner cards) 

 

AGENDAS 
AI Chief Financial Officer 
Artificial Security Directors 
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Corporate War 
Data Fort Remapping 
Executive Extraction 
Fetal AI 
Tycho Extension 
Unlisted Research Lab 
 
ICE 
Crystal Wall 
Data Wall 
Data Wall 2.0 
Dog Pile 
Filter 
Fire Wall 
Glacier 
Haunting Inquisition 
Keeper 
Mazer 
Minotaur 
Misleading Access Menus 
Nerve Labyrinth 
Puzzle 
Quandary 
Scramble 
Sleeper 
Snowbank 
 
NODES 
ACME Savings and Loan 
BBS Whispering Campaign 
Blood Cat 
Chicago Branch 
City Surveillance 
Department of Misinformation 
Department of Truth Enhancement 
Indiscriminate Response Team 
Remote Facility 
Satellite Monitors 
Siren 
Strategic Planning Group 
 
UPGRADES 
Bizarre Encryption Scheme 
Networked Center  
Roving Submarine 
Self-Destruct 
Shock Treatment 
Sterdroid 

Street Enforcer 
Weapons Depot 
 
OPERATIONS 
Accounts Receivable 
Annual Reviews 
Credit Consolidation 
Data Sifters 
Edgerunner, Inc., Temps 
Efficiency Experts 
Emergency Rig 
Management Shake-Up 
Manhunt 
Overtime Incentives 
Project Consultants 
Reclamation Project 
Systematic Layoffs 
Underworld Mole 
 
PROGRAMS 
AI Boon 
Armageddon 
Bartmoss Memorial Icebreaker 
Emergency Self-Construct 
Enterprise, Inc., Shields 
False Echo 
Forward’s Legacy 
Hammer 
Jackhammer 
Loony Goon 
Matador 
Microtech AI Interface 
Newsgroup Filter 
Raffles 
Rent-I-Con 
Scaldan 
Schematics Search Engine 
Self-Modifying Code 
Skeleton Passkeys 
Taxman 
Tinweasel 
Viral Pipeline 
Wizard’s Book 
Wrecking Ball 
 
HARDWARE 
Bodyweight™ Data Crèche 
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RESOURCES 
Access through Alpha 
Access to Arasaka 
Access to Kiribati 
Back Door to Netwatch 
Broker 
Death from Above 
Elena Laskova 
Executive File Clerk 
Junkyard BBS 
Loan from Chiba 
Precision Bribery 
Preying Mantis 
Sandbox Dig 
Technician Lover 
The Short Circuit 
Top Runners’ Conference 
 
PREPS 
All-Hands 
Bodyweight™ Synthetic Blood 
Custodial Position 
Demolition Run 
Drone for a Day 
Faked Hit 
Forged Activation Orders 
Gypsy™ Schedule Analyser 
Identity Donor 
Jack ‘n’ Joe 
Livewire’s Contacts 
MIT West Tier 
Organ Donor 
Poisoned Water Supply 
Priority Wreck 
Promises, Promises 
Remote Detonator 
Rush Hour 
Score! 
 
 

Did You Know? 
Bits and Pieces from the NR Trivia Collection 

#14: ππππ in the ‘Face 
by Eric Platel, with Jens Kreutzer 

<eric.platel@axa-franceassurance.fr> 
<jens@arasaka.de> 

using material by Scott Dickie 
with support by Nils Kreutzer 

  
 Though it is the only card with the keyword “DecKrash” 
in the base set (v1.0) of Netrunner, π in the ‘Face is somewhat of a 

staple among sentry ice: If all you want is an end-the-run 
subroutine on a sentry ice to complement your mix of code gates 
and walls, π in the ‘Face is the natural candidate. It’s a simple but 
effective little piece of code, and always a good choice in Sealed-
deck tournaments. 
 

First of all, the name of this card is a pun between pie (as 
in ‘cake’) and the Greek letter π (pi), which is of course the symbol 
for and the name of a mathematical constant. Further, ‘face is a pun 
between face and interface. Like so many concepts of Netrunner, 
this card’s design can be traced back to R. Talsorian’s Cyberpunk 
2.0.2.0. Roleplaying Game. Interestingly, in Cyberpunk, π in the 
‘Face is not a defense program for data forts, but an attack program 
used by Runners to fry a data fort’s CPU. Here is the description 
that can be found in Cyberpunk’s Chromebook 3 supplement, on 
page 73: 
 
“An improved Krash. If the program makes a successful attack, the 
CPU will be trapped calculating Pi. This paralyses the CPU for 
1D10+1 net turns. ICON: A LARGE cartoon pie, for throwing.” 
 
Bartmoss’ Brainware Blowout (BBB, p. 47) has basically the same 
information, but adds the following reference to clowns: “Guess 
which buncha bozos loves this one?” These two quotes explain the 
inspiration for the artwork by Robert McLees (though BBB was 
released after Netrunner v1.0). Also, we learn that the keyword 
DecKrash is indeed an indication of the fact that the Corporation 
ice card π in the ‘Face and the Runner icebreaker Krash use similar 
attack strategies! 
 

The beginning of the decimal expansion of the 
mathematical constant π (3.141592654...) is shown in the card 
artwork background—look at the space directly above the pie in the 
clown’s hand to spot the “3.1” that starts it off. Incidentally, if you 
look closely at the artwork on the card Test Spin, you might be in 
for a surprise. 
 

Scott Dickie has made some additional remarks to 
elucidate the flavor text of this card: “Nyuk, nyuk, nyuk...”. This is 
what Curly of the Three Stooges says when something amuses him, 
such as throwing pies at other people’s faces. The French version 
of this card is called “PiGnon” and has the flavor text, “Heu, le 
code c’est 3.14159 et ... vous voulez vraiment toutes les decimales? 
Je peux pas vous le faire au PI-fomètre? Non pas dans la tète!” The 
word pignon in French means either a house gable, or a pinion gear. 
The word gnon is slang for a strong blow or impact—so the title 
could be translated as “Pi Hit”. Pif also is French slang and means 
‘nose’. Therefore, pifomètre could be translated into English as 
‘nosometer’. The term au pifomètre means guesstimating, or 
following intuition (i. e., your nose, as it were). The full translation 
of the flavor text could read: “Uh, the code is 3.14159 and ... do 
you really want all the decimal-places? Can’t I just take a wild 
guess (to do it for you)? No! Not the head!” 

 
 Weirdly enough, the computation of π summarizes 4000 
years of the story of humanity, covering different fields of 
fundamental research in mathematics like geometry, algebra and 
analysis.  
 

The definition of π is really simple: It’s a constant that is 
equal to the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter.  
 

The hunt for ever more precise definitions (meaning more 
decimals after the point) started around 2000 BC: On a old 
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parchment in cuneiform writing, the Babylonians gave the very first 
approximation of π = 3 + 1/8, which is 3.125. 
 

Archimede of Syracuse developed his own method (using 
inscribed 96-gons) and stated that π was bounded by 3 + 10/71 and 
3 + 1/7, giving the second correct decimal: 3.142857143… 
 

Using Archimede’s works, Ptolemy of Alexandria (Egypt, 
150 AD) gave the value as 377/120 (3.14166667…), and Tsu 
Ch’ung Chi of China (500 AD) set it to 355/133, which is 
3.14159292. They respectively defined 3 and 6 correct decimal 
places. 
 

Around 1450 AD, Al’Kashi managed to compute 14 
decimals. In 1609, van Ceulen was the last mathematician to base 
his research on Archimede’s works, and after having dedicated a 
part of his life to the computation of π, the 34 decimal places he 
discovered were engraved on his tombstone. 
 

The 17th century brought renewed efforts to study π and 
its properties, not using geometry anymore, but analysis. Leibniz 
(1646-1716) and Euler (1707-1783) used Gregory’s work to devise 
some formulae that were based on the following serial 
computation: 

 
It’s obious that the more iterations you have, the more 

exact the value of π you get will be. Unfortunately, you don’t get a 
whole lot of new decimals after each iteration (slow convergence), 
meaning you have to do a lot of calculating. 
 

In 1706, John Machin discovered another formula, which 
for the first time in history allowed the manual computation of 100 
decimal places, a formula that is still used nowadays: 

 
Euler defined the symbol for Pi (π) in 1737. 

 
In 1761, Johann Heinrich Lambert proved that π was 

irrational, i. e. it cannot be the exact ratio of two integer values. 
 

William Shanks achieved immortality in a very curious 
way: In 1864, he computed 707 decimal places, but in 1945, 
Ferguson  discovered (due to a suspicious shortage of sevens) that 
Shanks made a tremendous error starting at the 528th  place! 
 

The German mathematician Lindemann proved in 1881 
that π was transcendent, i. e. that it cannot be the solution of a 
polynomial with an integral coefficient. This result proved that it 
was impossible to ‘square a circle’, i. e. that it is impossible to draw 
a square whose area is equal to the area of a given circle. This 
problem was posed by the Greeks 2000 years ago, but had never 
been solved up till then. 
 

Buffon proposed a curious experiment: Suppose a needle 
of length k is thrown at random on a plane marked by parallel lines 
of distance k apart. He estimated that the probability of the needle 
landing between two lines (i. e., not crossing any line) is 2k/π. 

Based on this idea, Lazzerini threw 34,080 needles in 1901 and got 
the value of 3.1415929 as the result, which was the value 
calculated by Tsu Ch’ung Chi. 
 

During most of the 20th century, no real progress was 
made regarding the study of π. Nevertheless, the massive use of 
computers caused an explosion of the number of known decimal 
places, and the amazing number of 1 million was reached in 
1973—still using Machin’s formula. 
 

Fortunately, the 1980’s saw the birth of many new 
formulae. The most important step was the discovery of formulae 
that were able to double the number of correct decimals after each 
iteration. This new generation of formulae was based on the work 
of the Indian mathematician Srinivasa Ramajujan, who came to 
fame only well after his death (1920) because he wrote all of his 
theories in Indian, i. e. it took a lot of time to decipher it. 
 

On September 19, 1995, Canadian Simon Plouffe (with 
the help of mathematicians David Bayley and Peter Borwein) found 
this one: 

 
It allows the computation of any digit of π either in 

binary or in hexadecimal code. Moreover, it proves that it is 
possible to compute a given decimal place without knowing the 
previous ones.  
 

Using Plouffe’s formula, the French student Fabrice 
Bellard managed to calculate the 1000 billionth decimal place in 
September 1997, and Colin Percival calculated the 40,000 billionth 
digit in February 1999, with the help of the Internet community. 
 

It should have become obvious by now that � is 
infinite—there is no last decimal place to be found, and attempting 
to calculate it in its entirety is a hopeless effort that would last into 
all eternity. And that is precisely why π in the ‘Face is so nasty: 
Sooner or later, any CPU will be brought to its virtual knees by this. 
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